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2. Writing your Introduction

1) Which of these things should your introduction do?

___ capture the interest of your reader
___ introduce the main idea of the essay
___ give some background information

2) How long should your introduction be? What percentage of your essay should it be?

From November 20, 2007, the Japanese Justice Ministry started requiring that all 
foreigners who enter Japan be fingerprinted and have their photo taken. The reason the 

government gave for this was to prevent terrorism. However, as they essay will show, the 
policy is flawed and does nothing to prevent terrorism. The Japanese government should 

stop fingerprinting foreigners who enter Japan. 

3) Read the introduction below.

4) What is the thesis statement of the essay? Underline it.

5) How many words (approximately) is the introduction?

___ 3%     ___ 8%     ___ 25%   ___ 50%

One opinion is that your essay introduction should not be more than 8% of your total essay. That means if your essay is 500 words, your 
introduction shouldn’t be more than about 50-60 words.

What does your introduction need to do? How can you do it?

Capture the reader’s interest 
(The hook)

• a question 
• some statistic or historical fact 
• an anecdote

• a quotation 
• a definition 
• surprising information

Give background information
• define important terms 
• give a brief history 
• give some current information

Introduce the thesis statement write thesis statement as last sentence in paragraph 
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A “hook” is a statement that usually begins an introduction. It includes a sentence or two that catch 
the reader’s attention. There are many hooks experienced writers use to get the readers’ attention. 
Six common hooks are:

1. asking a question 4. using a quotation
2. giving some statistics or historical facts 5. explaining an important or difficult word
3. giving an anecdote (personal experience) 6. using surprising information

Read the hooks below. Which strategy is the writer using? Number the hooks from 1-6:

Global warming can be defined as the gradual increase in the overall temperature of the 

earth's atmosphere. 

Why is our world getting warmer? 

When I was a child, I remember eating McDonald’s burgers out of a styrofoam container. 

Every year since the year 1971, the earth has warmed by an average of .02℃. 

If global warming continues at the rate it is now, in 100 years, San Francisco will be 

completely underwater. 

“If man continues producing greenhouse gasses at this rate, we are not long for this 

earth” (Al Gare).

1. Capturing Interest

2. Giving background information

Sometimes it is a good idea to give some background information in your Introduction. Background 
information gives the reader a better understanding of the topic that you are writing about. You can 
give a brief history of your topic, explain some important words, or write some current 
information about the topic. 

*Background information should be relevant to your thesis statement.

3. Introducing the thesis statement

Of course your introduction should include your thesis statement. The thesis statement is usually 
given at the end of the introductory paragraph.
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In Japan, the birthrate has recently dropped from 1.29 children to 1.25 (Kokura, 
2006). In recent years, the problem of the declining birthrate has become a 
serious issue in Japan. If the declining birthrate continues, various problems will 
be caused. The Japanese government must introduce new policies to stop the 
declining birthrate. 

Read the introductions below and answer the questions.

	 Why do one seventh of the people in the world die by starvation? There are 
many problems in the world, for example, lack of food, wars, and lack of medical 
care. Most of these problems are in developing countries, but people in developed 
countries get little information about them. People should know about the 
problems in developing countries so we can help them. Japanese news 
organizations should report more on problems of poor people in developing 
countries. 

In India there is a hierarchical system in society that is called the “caste system”. 
The caste system decides what people’s rank would be in life before they are even 
born. As this paper will show, India should drop the system of the caste system.

What kind of hook does this introduction have? _____________________________________ 
What kind of background information is given? _____________________________________ 
Underline the thesis statement. 

What kind of hook does this introduction have? _____________________________________ 
What kind of background information is given? _____________________________________ 
Underline the thesis statement. 

What kind of hook does this introduction have? _____________________________________ 
What kind of background information is given? _____________________________________ 
Underline the thesis statement. 


